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This paper discusses limitations of the current archival description standard
Encoded Archival Description (EAD) and proposes two solutions to overcome these
limitations. One solution is to modify the current EAD schema based on the entity–
relationship model defined in the Australian Series System. The other solution is to
replace EAD with another standard, the Open Archives Initiative Object Reuse and
Exchange (OAI-ORE), which can be used to produce more flexible archival descrip-
tions in linked data format.
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Introduction

Advancing technologies continually transform records and records creation context, and
also give rise to new philosophies, methodologies, and tools that push forward the evo-
lution of archival description. There have been many discussions about the need to
adapt traditional archival description methodologies to the digital world. It is widely
recognised today that archival descriptions should not be created post hoc after inactive
records are transferred to archival institutions. Instead, they should start from the
records creation stage and document the recordkeeping process.1 The traditionally fixed
aggregates ‘fonds’ or ‘series’ for managing paper records are not adequate for managing
database records,2 thus the units of archival description need to be redefined for new
types of digital records. In addition, semantic web technology also calls for archival
descriptions to be created in or converted into linked data format. Among all the ideas
and technologies that have transformed archival description, the Australian Series
System has played a vital role.

The Australian Series System was originally proposed by Peter Scott in 1964 as a
solution to overcome the difficulties in applying the record group concept to Australian
archival management practices.3 It is very different from the European and American
archival description approaches where fond or record group is the top level of descrip-
tion and a series has to be fixed within one fond/record group although recordkeeping
reality requires otherwise. The Australian Series System is essentially a relational model
that separates the description of records from the description of records creation context
(provenance) and allows one series to be linked to multiple provenances. Over the
years, the Australian Series System has been enriched greatly. Traditionally, provenance
description in the Series System has focused on agents. Later, functions were also
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identified and described as different kinds of records creation contexts. In the 1990s,
the original Series System was developed into a complex entity–relationship model
called SPIRT,4 which defines three groups of entities, attributes of those entities, and
relationships among those entities, that applies to both current records management and
archival description context.

The SPIRT conceptual model, which is the current form of the Australian Series
System, has had a significant impact on recordkeeping metadata and archival descrip-
tion. It has been used as the conceptual foundation for the international standard for re-
cordkeeping metadata ISO 23081-25 and the Australian archival description rules
Describing Archives in Context: A Guide to Australasian Practice (DAC).6 The defini-
tion of the three groups of entities in the Series System has also caused the develop-
ment of separate description standards for different groups of entities. For example, the
General International Standard Archival Description (ISAD(G)) was created for the
description of records, agents, and functions in one integrated standard. Later, two new
standards, the International Standard Archival Authority Record for Corporate Bodies,
Persons and Families (ISAAR (CPF)) and the International Standard for Describing
Functions (ISDF), were created for the description of agents and functions, respectively.
Encoded Archival Description (EAD) was created for the description of all three groups
of entities defined in the SPIRT conceptual model. Later, the newer metadata standard,
Encoded Archival Context (EAC), was created specifically for agent description.

Despite these remarkable impacts, in the author’s opinion, the Series System could
be more influential than it currently is. Although it has been used as the theoretical
basis for DAC, it does not seem to have affected EAD, the most widely used metadata
schema for archival description, nor does it seem to have influenced Describing
Archives: A Content Standard (DACS),7 the American archival description rules. To
deepen the impact of the Series System and further transform archival description, this
paper will discuss how EAD can be modified to be consistent with the entity–relation-
ship model defined in the Australian Series System, and how the Open Archives Initia-
tive Object Reuse and Exchange (OAI-ORE) can be used to produce more flexible
archival description in linked data format.

Problems with EAD

Since its creation about two decades ago, EAD has played a vital role in publishing
archival finding aids online. Despite its success, EAD has been criticised on various
grounds. EAD was created to convert paper finding aids into online format, thus it imi-
tates the content and layout of paper finding aids and employs a document-centric
approach which is very different from the record-centric approach used by most other
metadata schemas. An EAD finding aid contains not only metadata, but also formatting
and structural information such as lists and paragraphs. This incompatibility with other
metadata standards makes it difficult to convert EAD finding aids to other metadata for-
mats and causes interoperability issues.8 In addition, users, especially novice users, have
trouble understanding the archival jargon used in EAD finding aids,9 and become lost
in the complex hierarchical structure of finding aids.10 Yakel suggested solving this
problem by educating users and employing virtual reference assistance in an online
environment.11 While this may work where users are using a search interface only for
online archival finding aids, it does not sound realistic when archival resources are
aggregated and mixed with various other kinds of web resources. Some researchers
have also pointed out that the monolithic EAD files with a deep hierarchical structure
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make it difficult to directly access particular components without accessing the whole
hierarchy first.12

Notwithstanding these criticisms and the shifting technology environment, the most
recent revisions of EAD by the Technical Subcommittee for Encoded Archival Descrip-
tion and the Schema Development Team are mostly minor adjustments and do not
address most of these problems.13 The following section proposes more fundamental
modifications of EAD from a document-centric tool to a metadata schema consistent
with the entity–relationship model in the Australian Series System. In addition, the
modified EAD schema attempts to address the criticisms mentioned above.

Transforming EAD

Make EAD a records-specific metadata schema

Although EAD was not created based on an entity–relationship model, it contains
elements and attributes for describing all the three groups of entities defined in the
Series System. For example, the elements Abstracts, Access Restriction, and Appraisal
Information are all created to describe the records entities. The element Biography and
History describes agents and the Function element describes the activities and processes
that generated records. To be consistent with the entity–relationship model defined in
the Series System, EAD can be made a metadata schema for records entities only by
removing elements describing agents and functions. Descriptions of agents can be
created using the EAC metadata schema and then linked with associated EAD records.
Similarly, functions can be described using a metadata schema created based on ISDF
and then linked to associated EAD records.

EAD also includes elements for entities not defined in the Series System, such as
file plan, index, finding aids and bibliography of works created based on archival
records. The <index> element can be removed because back-of-the-volume indexes are
not necessary with the full-text search capability of electronic finding aids. Elements for
each of the other entities can also be removed from EAD if there is a more suitable
metadata schema for describing that kind of entity. For example, it might be more
appropriate to use Dublin Core or Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) to
describe bibliographic works created based on archival records. Whether elements for
these other entities are removed or retained, descriptions of each of the entities should
be created in a separate metadata record and then linked with associated EAD records,
instead of being included in the same EAD document. This would allow for clear iden-
tification of different entities, which makes the modified EAD schema consistent with
an entity–relationship model.

The current EAD schema defines many elements that have similar meanings and
makes the encoding unnecessarily complex and less interoperable with other metadata
standards. Here are some examples:

� <unitdate> (creation date of the described materials) and <date> (any other
dates);

� <titleproper> (title of the finding aid), <title> (title of a work listed in a finding
aid) and <unittitle> (title of the described materials);

� <langmaterial> (language of the archival materials), <language> (language of the
finding aid) and <langusage> (language represented in an encoded finding aid);
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� <name> (unspecified name), <corpname> (corporate name), <famname> (family
name), <geogname> (geographic name) and <persname> (personal name);

� <eadid> (identifier for the EAD finding aid) and <unitid> (identifier for a particular
unit within the EAD finding aid).

These similar elements are defined in order to describe the same attributes of
different entities. In the entity–relationship model, entities, which are objects of
descriptions, are defined separately and explicitly, thus the same attributes (metadata
elements) can be used to describe different entities. For example, the <id>, <title>,
and <language> attributes can be assigned to both the record and finding aid entities.
In other words, the similar elements listed above can be merged in the modified
EAD schema.

Dissolve the hierarchical description of records into multiple separate and linked
metadata records

When Peter Scott created the original Series System, he replaced record group with ser-
ies as the primary level of description and allowed one series to be linked with multiple
provenances. In this method, each series has its own separate description rather than
being included in the description of a record group. Chris Hurley pointed out that this
disaggregation of record group description can be applied to the series level and
below.14 This means that any unit, down to the level of each individual record in an
archival hierarchy, can be described as a separate entity rather than being included in its
parent entity. If this idea is applied to modify EAD, the multi-level deep hierarchical
structure in EAD can be dissolved into multiple separate and linked metadata records.
In other words, each node in the hierarchy can be described by one metadata record
which is then linked to the metadata records for other nodes. This would allow each
node in an archival hierarchy to be clearly identified as a separate entity and make
archival description consistent with an entity–relationship model. It would also allow
for more flexible linking than the hierarchical structure in current EAD finding aids.
Any node (archival unit) can be linked with other nodes through any kind of relation-
ship, such as hierarchical, poly-hierarchical, sequential and network relationships. In
addition, each separate metadata record can be referenced, indexed, updated, or
accessed directly. This addresses the criticism that the deep hierarchical structure of
EAD finding aids makes it difficult to directly access particular components without
accessing the whole hierarchy first.

In the current EAD schema, the <eadheader> element and its sub-elements are
defined for describing the EAD finding aid. In other words, they are meta-metadata.
After an EAD document is dissolved into multiple separate and linked metadata
records, each individual metadata record can have its own meta-metadata to record who
created that metadata and at what time. In other words, the <eadheader> section for a
current EAD finding aid will also be dissolved into many separate meta-metadata
records. In the case that several metadata records share the same metadata information,
they can be linked to the same meta-metadata record.

The feasibility of using multiple separate and interlinked metadata records to
represent multi-level structures has been researched or tested in the following studies
or practices. Jinfang Niu analysed how multiple separate and linked MARC records
can be used to represent multi-level whole-part structure.15 The FRBRised cataloging
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software created by the VTLS company shows that multiple separate and linked
MARC records can be used to represent the Work-Expression-Manifestation-Item
(WEMI) structure defined in Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records
(FRBR).16 Bountouri and Gergatsoulis proposed to create one separate MODS record
for each node in the archival hierarchy.17 The hierarchical structure will be represented
through a series of nested <relatedItem> elements and its Type attribute with the value
‘constituent’ or ‘host’. Prom and Habing created a solution in which one EAD file is
dissolved into multiple Dublin Core (DC) metadata records, each for a node in the
archival hierarchy.18 To show the context, each DC record points to its parent and
child node in the original EAD finding aids using the DC terms ‘IsPartOf’ and
‘HasPart’.19 In this approach, only the content of the EAD finding aids is converted
into DC records. The structure and context relies on the accessibility and persistency
of the original EAD finding aid. Ferro and Silvello proposed the Nested SeTs for
Object hieRarchies (NESTOR) approach for representing the multi-level structure of
archival finding aids.20 Similar to the solution of Prom and Habing, this approach con-
verts metadata content in EAD finding aids into multiple DC records. The difference is
that it uses OAI sets to preserve the hierarchical structure. One OAI set is created for
each internal node of the tree and the nesting of the sets, showing the hierarchical
structure of the finding aids.

There are some potential drawbacks to using multiple linked metadata records to
represent the archival hierarchy. Without the monolithic EAD documents that give users
a sense of the entire archival collection and its internal structure, archival information
retrieval software may need to automatically analyse the links among multiple metadata
records and visually display the hierarchical structure on a user interface. With indepen-
dent metadata records for each component in the archival hierarchy, the inheritance of
metadata across levels is not as easily seen as in a monolithic EAD document. There-
fore, some contextual metadata from the parent level(s) may need to be repeated on a
child level, in case the user does not follow the links among the metadata records to
view the relationship between the child and parent. As reported by Bountouri and
Gergatsoulis,21 in converting EAD finding aids into multiple linked MODS records,
they inserted information not included in the original EAD description of the compo-
nent to remedy this potential issue. For example, they inserted role terms in the creator
element (such as ‘Photographer’) and the type of the resource (‘still image’). On the
other hand, the less visible metadata inheritance is sometimes preferable because
metadata inheritance is sometimes not appropriate. As reported by Johnston,22 index
terms assigned for an archival collection may not apply to some particular components
in the collection. This is also true for the inheritance of creator information because the
creator of a collection may be different from the creator of an individual record in the
collection.

Make relationships explicit

A prominent feature of an entity–relationship model is that relationships between
entities are explicitly defined. EAD is able to support various kinds of relationships.
However, these relationships are represented implicitly rather than through explicit link-
ing or relational terms. For example, the hierarchical structure of an archival collection
is represented through the nesting of the element <c>; the sequential order among
sibling components in a hierarchical structure is represented through recording the
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components in a certain order; the relationships between the description of the finding
aid (the <eadheader> element and its sub-elements) and the description of records (the
<archdesc> element and its sub-elements), are all indicated by including them in the
same EAD document. These implicit relationships rely on human interpretation to
understand and are difficult to process automatically.

These relationships can be made explicit by using relational terms. For example, the
hierarchical relationship between a series and an individual record it contains can be
represented using a term ‘has part’; the relationship between the description of the find-
ing aid and the description of records can be indicated by the term ‘describes’; and the
relationship between records and the creator of the records can be indicated by the term
‘created by’. This modification of EAD requires the creation of many relation terms.
The explicit description of relationships will make it easier to convert EAD descriptions
to linked data because Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples are constructed
through relationships.

Make EAD a content-only standard

The entity–relationship model defines entities, attributes of entities, and relationships
between entities. In other words, it only defines data content, and no formatting or dis-
playing information is included. This is also what most other metadata standards, such
as Dublin Core and MARC, usually do. The display of finding aids can be dealt with
by external software or style sheets. To be compliant with the entity–relationship
model and to be more interoperable with other metadata schemas, all the formatting
elements and attributes in EAD can be removed, such as the <head> element for
displaying headings, the <chronlist> element for displaying chronology lists, and the
multiple elements for displaying tables. The Type attribute of the <dsc> (Description
of Subordinate Components)23 element allows for the recording of three different
views of the components of an archival collection. This is very display oriented. The
Type attribute can be removed and then all data recorded in the combined view
retained.

Many wrapper elements in EAD do not have their own meanings and are only
useful for grouping their sub-elements or for providing a heading to display the content
of their sub-elements. Examples of these elements are:

� <did> (Descriptive Identification);24

� <archref> (Archival Reference);25

� <dsc> (Description of Subordinate Components);
� <filedesc> (File Description);26

� <profiledesc> (Profile Description);27

� <titlestmt> (Title Statement);28

� <publicationstmt> (Publication Statement);29

� <revisiondesc> (Revision Description).30

In fact, in the mapping of EAD to other metadata formats, these wrapper elements are
usually not mapped because they have no meaning.31 They can be removed and their
sub-elements are used directly. The example below illustrates removed wrapper
elements.
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Example 1.32

<dsc type="combined">
<c01 level="series">

<did>
<unittitle>Activities, </unittitle>
<unitdate type="inclusive">1965-1971</unitdate>
<physdesc><extent>0.3 linear ft.</extent></physdesc>

</did>
</dsc>

The modified EAD schema described above is more consistent with the entity–relationship
model defined in the Australian Series System and will be more interoperable with other
metadata schemas. Since the recordkeeping metadata standard ISO 23081 is also based on
the same entity–relationship model, the modified EAD schema would support a Records
Continuum approach of archival description, whereby archival description can be inherited
more smoothly from the recordkeeping stage.

Notwithstanding these benefits, the modified EAD still assumes that one single
metadata schema is used for records description. In the following section, the use of
OAI-ORE for archival description will be discussed. OAI-ORE will reform archival
description even further by tossing away this assumption, and meanwhile produce
archival descriptions consistent with the entity–relationship model in the Series System.

Using OAI-ORE for archival description

OAI-ORE is a linked data-based standard for describing aggregations of web resources
(http://www.openarchives.org/ore/ ). It can be used to organise all kinds of resources,
not necessarily archival materials. However, since it focuses on controlling aggregates,
which is an important function of archival description, it has been proposed to replace
EAD as the data model for archival description,33 and has been used by the Europeana
digital library as the mapping target for EAD finding aids.34 Archival descriptions cre-
ated using OAI-ORE are in linked data format, and thus do not need to be converted
when they are published on the semantic web and become part of the linked open data
cloud. This will avoid information loss that could happen during format conversion.

OAI-ORE defines a very small vocabulary that only includes four classes (Aggrega-
tion, AggregatedResource, Proxy, and ResourceMap) and eight relations (aggregates,
isAggregatedBy, describes, isDescribedBy, lineage, proxyFor, proxyIn, and similarTo).
These terms are primarily for describing the relationships between aggregations and
aggregated resources. Thus, OAI-ORE only intends to describe resources, not agents
and functions. Archival descriptions created using OAI-ORE can be linked with EAC
records and descriptions of associated functions in the same way that EAD records are
linked with descriptions of the other two groups of entities in the Series System.

In fact, OAI-ORE does not even define terms for describing attributes of resources,
such as the title, creator, or subject content of resources. To describe the attributes of its
classes, OAI-ORE recommends some external vocabularies, such as Dublin Core ele-
ments, Dublin Core terms, Friend of a Friend terms, RDF terms, and RDF schema
terms. It also allows for the reuse of classes and relationships in these recommended
vocabularies and other domain vocabularies. For example, in the implementation of
OAI-ORE in the Europeana Data Model at the Europeana digital library, metadata ele-
ments from Simple Knowledge Organization Systems, Resource Description and Access
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Group 2 elements are used.35 This provides a large degree of flexibility and makes it
interoperable with other resources descriptions.

In OAI-ORE, the descriptions of aggregations, aggregated resources, and the
relationships between them are included in Resource Maps, which are similar to the
<archdesc> (archival description) area in EAD. OAI-ORE also allows for the descrip-
tion of the Resource Map itself, for example, who published it and when it was most
recently modified. This is metadata of metadata, similar to the Header section in an
EAD finding aid. Different from EAD, however, the description of a Resource Map in
OAI-ORE is separate from the Resource Map and explicitly linked to the Resource
Map through the relation term ‘describes/isDescribedBy’. This clearly separates the
description of different entities and makes the relationship among the entities explicit.

Similar to EAD, OAI-ORE focuses on hierarchical relationships. In OAI-ORE, a
multi-level structure is represented using recursive nesting of aggregations. This is
similar to the recursive nesting of <c> elements in EAD. Different from EAD, which
describes the nesting of all components in one monolithic document, the OAI-ORE
description of each aggregation is separated into one Resource Map. The recursive nest-
ing of aggregations is represented through external linking to other Resource Maps. This
is similar to the separate and linked metadata records approach which was mentioned
earlier in this paper. This would allow for direct access to each aggregation in the
hierarchy. Using the term ‘RDF: type’, the types of OAI-ORE aggregations can be
specified. Although EAD also can specify the type of components through its Level attri-
bute, the types are usually archival aggregations such as fonds, record groups, series and
so on. OAI-ORE allows more varieties of types by reusing any existing vocabularies.
For example, it can reuse the DCMI Types Vocabulary at http://dublincore.org/docu
ments/dcmi-type-vocabulary/. The type of an aggregation in OAI-ORE can be any
archival aggregations, such as fonds, collections, series, or any other kind of aggregation
that makes sense to general users, such as a learning object or photo album.

OAI-ORE defines only two levels of entities (aggregations and aggregated
resources) but can represent an unlimited number of levels in a hierarchical description
through recursive nesting. DAC defines series and item as two records entities. These
are only two of many possible levels in an archival collection. In ISO 23081-2, six enti-
ties are defined for records: Item, Transaction, File, Series, Archive, and Archives. The
definition of levels in OAI-ORE is more flexible than the rigid definitions in DAC and
ISO 23081. In addition, compared with archival jargon such as series and transactions,
aggregation and aggregated resources are easier to understand for general users. Thus, it
might be better for the Australian Series System to adopt this definition.

Through the use of proxies, OAI-ORE can describe sequential relationships among
aggregated resources.36 OAI-ORE has also been used to describe the derivative relation-
ships among multiple versions or multiple stages of development of scientific data and
publications.37 Since OAI-ORE allows for the reuse of relational terms from other
vocabularies, potentially it can represent any relationship between entities, and these
relationships are all explicitly recorded.

The capacity to accommodate terms from other existing vocabularies allows
OAI-ORE to provide more specialised descriptions of archival records. As we know,
archival records are identified based on their functions, independent of genres and for-
mats. An archival collection contains records in various formats and genres, such as
academic papers, emails, webpages, maps, audio, and visual materials. These different
kinds of records are best described using specialised metadata schemas. OAI-ORE can
reuse these specialised metadata formats designed for particular kinds of records and
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thus provide richer descriptions with more specificity. In contrast, EAD was invented to
describe archival collections as aggregations. It defines a fixed and limited number of
metadata elements that apply to all levels in an archival hierarchy and thus cannot
describe the special features of individual records. In fact, many digital repositories and
information systems have used EAD to describe the structure of collections only and
use other metadata standards to describe individual items, such as those reported by
Bountouri, et al.38 and Zhang and Mauney.39

Conclusion

The current EAD schema can be modified based on the entity–relationship model
defined in the Australian Series System. The modified EAD schema will be more inter-
operable with other metadata schemas and, easier to convert to linked data format, as
well as, supporting a Records Continuum approach of archival description. Notwith-
standing these benefits, using OAI-ORE for archival description seems a better way to
transform archival description, because archival descriptions created using OAI-ORE
are also compliant with the entity–relationship model in the Series System, even more
interoperable with other metadata schemas through the reuse of elements in existing
metadata schemas, and are in linked data format so that no conversion is needed when
archival descriptions are published on the semantic web, and become part of the linked
open data cloud.
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